WORKBOOK

Becoming You
Intentional Lifestyle as Medicine practices to
transform your present and release your past.
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All material appearing in this program (“content”) is protected by copyright
under U.S. Copyright laws for Stephanie Gibson.
Journal page prompts include quotes from the following:
The Power of Surrender Cards by Judith Orloff, MD
The Spirit Messages by John Holland
Healing the Mind and Spirit Cards by Brian Weiss, MD
Soul to Soul by John Mundahl
365 Yoga Daily Meditations by Julie Rappaport
Misc. quotes as cited
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CREATE ON PURPOSE

ABOUT THIS MINI-PROGRAM
Gyms get the most business at the start of each year but most of those New
Year enrollments leave by March. Why is this? You need to wring out your MIND
while you workout your BODY. You need to concurrently change the way you
THINK about health and wellness to align with your physical changes at the
gym. You need to REALIZE and RELEASE the programming that holds you back
from that dream job or relationship or goal. You have to let go of some ideas
before you can 'let go' of excess weight. And so on...
So before the gym membership, challenging nutrition plan, financial advisor, or
new account on the latest dating app - you must become clear on What YOU
Want. Your WHY. Focus less on when or how. And let go of other's ideas.
This workbook is intended to help you realize what holds you back - which is
always and only your mind - and help you transmute that programming into
Becoming the YOU that you most want. But do you even know yet what you
WANT? Or do you only know what you don't want?
We create our current limitations because we frequently reference our past to
justify the present. Meanwhile, all this energy spent recollecting what you no
longer want is in fact using up the power of the present to create the future you
desire.
Follow along with this workbook to help unveil and release so that you may use
your personal power - the present moment - to your highest potential.
Let's begin... but first, do you commit to stick with this at least 30 days?

Yes / No
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How to Use this Workbook
Although you may want to skip ahead, try your best to pace yourself a week at a time.
Some days might only be the 'Daily' page - which has enough 'new' habits unto itself while others are intense self-study journaling between days of absorbing new ideas and
creating new pathways.
Pick at least three items from the "Daily" and do not waiver on them for 30 days
straight. Add to it when you can. Accomplish each 'Theme' as listed on the Table of
Contents by our next Monday meeting, but give yourself plenty of time to introspect
and self-study. Meanwhile, start each day with the journal prompt pages. Do a couple
rounds of breath work (inhale nose, leak exhale mouth), tap on the emotions generated
from the prompt, meditate on it, journal afterward at least five minutes. Repeat daily.
Even if your goals have to do with weight-loss, more income, happier relationships,
career change, or acute health concerns - you will be able to surrender and grow in
gratitude toward ALL of your goals through the self-study process in Becoming You.
After 15 years of Holistic Health Practice, I have grown - or maybe surrendered - to the
fact that no pill, product, diet, or even supplement or healthy habit is sustainable. In
fact, it evolves. It ebbs and flows with circumstance. However, if you know Who You
Are, and you listen, everything grows into something even better. An even better
definition of wellness. An even better diet. An even better relationship.
Trust the process and proceed.
To print this workbook or not? That is the question.
You could... but it's big and in color. There is space to write
and you could continue on the back or in your journal.
You could not, and only reference it via computer,
then write in your journal where prompted.
Some diagrams, like Wheel of Life, are easier to
draw on rather than recreate in your journal
(unless you're a Picasso). Maybe print a
select few and do the rest in your journal.
Your choice. You do, you.
inJOY,
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Stephanie Gibson

Your personality
becomes your
personal
reality.
Dr. Joe Dispenza

DAILY

Pick at least three and do not waiver for 30 days.
Add more as you feel you're able.

1

No screen time an hour after waking or an hour before
bed - incl. TV, iPad, phone, kindle, computer, etc.

2

Connect to the non-local mind - breathe/meditate/tap
upon waking - followed by 5 min. journaling sheets

3

Drink a quart of warm water (optional, add lemon)
three times per day - in between meals, not with

4

Create your day with awareness - actively self-study
and become conscious of your actions and thoughts

5

Eat mindfully - fill up only 80%, leave 20% space this is easily done if you chew slowly

6

Move your body - a body in motion stays in motion whatever exercise you enjoy - at least stretch

7

Stop eating at least four hours before bed - strive to
be sleeping by 10pm and wake at least 2 hours before
you need to be up for the day - get 7-9 hrs daily

8

Tap your way through it - whatever comes up - or
repeat from yesterday at least three times daily

What is Lifestyle as Medicine?
How readily available are you to your self? Do you notice the subtle cues that you could use a
little "me" time or do you often wait until the signs aren't so easily dismissed as they show up as
illness, injury, excess, and disease? Lifestyle as Medicine is about intentionality. It is about
creating ceremony and romancing the ordinary tasks of your day to day. It is about becoming
acutely aware of all that you do. It is about making choices that holistically benefit and balance
the 5 Avenues of Health and Wellness. Try to appeal to at least three in every choice you make.

you
mental

spiritual
5 Avenues of
Health and Wellness

physical

emotional
environmental

STEPHANIE GIBSON - INTEGRATIVE LIFESTYLE AS MEDICINE COACH
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Road Map to Success
“If you focus on the known, you get the known. If you focus on the unknown,
you create a possibility.” Dr. Joe Dispenza

01

Stop telling the story of 'anything' and 'everything' you do not want.
We will call this your 'pain'. It's really as simple as that. Why then is
the implementation not so easy? Because your brain doesn't know the
difference between experience and thoughts; real or imaginary. So if
you keep anticipating your 'pain' - you will continue to experience it.

02

Make each decision from a present-mind - an intentional action.
Romance the ordinary, everyday actions and they create a radiant
ripple-like effect that draws more of that essence to you. For every $5
earned or 5 lb released, do so with ceremony rather than dismay that
it isn't 10. Ripple-out gratitude, ripple-in more of what you have to be
grateful for.

03

You must have an address - an idea of what/who/where you want to
go in order for a GPS to work in your favor, right? Similarly, you must
know your 'inner compass' - your true north - if you want to allow-in
all that you dream of. This applies to health, career, relationships, etc.
Only through understanding your value systems will you find this inner
compass, and this will lead you even when you don't know the way.

04

How you live your day is how you live your life, so you have to actually
align your goals and habits to get any results. Do it and stick to it at
least 21-30 days. Be mindful not to give-over your idea of success; nor
your ideas of the ideal life, relationship, career, wedding, weight,
parenting, etc. to the mold/vision of any. other. person. but. you.
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Emotional Freedom Technique - eft
"Even though I ___, I deeply and completely love myself and accept the way I feel."

01

Karate Chop – 3 rounds – The Set-up Statement
Acknowledge the problem, the negative, the truth
“Even though I (insert issue).
Accept yourself in spite of it – emphasize this – feel it!
“I deeply and completely accept and love myself.”

02

Intensity Rating

03

Tapping Sequence
Repeat a reminder of the #1 above that keeps your system tuned
into the issue.
Repeat that phrase, the negative concern,
in various intuitive language while tapping
all of the points. Repeating once or
twice then reevaluate your intensity.
Be Specific
Focus on one issue
per round.
Repeat as often as needed.

04

On a scale of 1 to 10, measure the intensity of the issue

10
ABOUT TAPPING: WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=XRFLTQJJHP0

What Do You Want?
When were you the happiest?
Pick one from each, your career and personal life.
What were you doing?
Were other people involved? Who?
What made this the happiest?

When were you most proud?
Pick one from each, your career and personal life.
What made you proud?
Were others proud of you too? Who?
What factors led to feeling proud?

When did you feel the most satisfaction and contentment?
Pick one from each, your career and personal life.
What needs or desires were satisfied?
How or why did this experience give you contentment?
What other aspects led to your fulfillment?

Inspired from various sources via ted.com, mindtools.com, and psychologytoday.com
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER YOUR FEAR OF CHANGE
The universe is reminding you that you are cared for always.
Whether you're afraid of a change in your job, your health, or a
relationship - or if you fear aging or death - repeat the affirmation
"I have faith that all is well." Orloff

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
YOU ARE NOT ALONE
We are here for you. We never left! Through all the sadness and
loneliness, however, you cannot sense us near you or feel how much
love we are sending you. We are your family, friends, and Guides.
You never walk alone - we walk right beside you. Holland

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
THE POWER OF LOVE
My great lesson is to learn about the power of love.
Love is the energy from which all people and things are made.
You are connected to everything in your world through love. Weiss

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
THE DEBT OF KARMA
Every soul is charged with an evolutionary mission to realize its
inborn divine potential. Life is a perpetual therapeutic irritation. It
provides a compelling force to drive us toward the completion of
our mission. It is your soul desire to discover your mission.

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER TO EFFORTLESSNESS
Stop pushing so hard.
The art of living means going with the flow
instead of trying to force the river.
Orloff

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
IT TAKES TIME TO CREATE A HABIT
NASA researched how astronauts would deal without gravity, particularly
while being upside down in space. They wore goggles 24/7 for 30
consecutive days. Initially, extreme signs of stress until gradually, after 21
days (avg), their brains created enough new neural pathways that turned
upside-down images, right side up. Stick to this. Endure the discomfort.
New pathways are happening but it takes 21 to 30 days.

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SOUL SOLUTUDE
Your soul needs attention! There are moments when it's important
to get away, not just from the noise of the outside world, but to find
a place where you soul can experience peace and quiet - a place for
soul solitude. This is a time to pause, a time to reflect, a time for you.
Holland

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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What do you need to release?
“If thoughts are the vocabulary of the mind,
then feelings are the vocabulary of the body.” Dr. Joe Dispenza
What do you need to release? Ask yourself “Where am I stuck?” “Where is my pain?” An
illness? An injury? A stress? A fear? A relationship? Financial? Career? Procrastination?
Family stuff? Weight or exercise? Dietary goals? There may be many, but for the sake of
this exercise, try to pick something to be specific. We’ll refer to this as your ‘pain’ onward.

On a scale of 1 to 10, rate its painful intensity (circle one): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
What set this up to be present in your life right now? What brought it on? Example: Did you
take the job you don’t want anymore because at the time, you needed money? Or maybe it
was what your family wanted you to do? Or maybe it’s all you’ve ever known? Example: Has
an injury or illness surfaced around the time you were making a change in your life?
Example: Has a relationship caused you pain? Focus on the specifics related to the abovementioned area of pain.
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What feelings does this situation bring up? Circle any or all that apply, and write in some of
your own. Note, some of this list are not ‘feelings’ but can be ultimately broken down into
feelings, so we will use them anyway. Specific to the above.
Afraid Angry Abandoned Alone Empty Paralyzed Distrustful Ashamed Powerless Guilty
Resentful Irritated Fearful Vulnerable Useless Disgusted Embarrassed Insulted
Disappointed Hesitant Shy Doubtful Uncertain Terrible Tense Forced Isolated
Insensitive Indecisive Apathetic Victimized Mournful Grief Sorrow Sad Mad Timid
Lifeless Cold Terrified Anxious Stressed Unhappy Unstable Heartbroken Offended
Deprived Neglected Tortured Rejected Forgotten Humiliated Alienated Threatened
Restless Unsatisfied Injured Wronged Regretful Scared Jealous Forlorn Inadequate
Lost Nervous Blame Shame Peeved Horror Lust Overwhelm Hate Bitter Worry
Discouraged Betrayed Panic Shocked Unworthy Defensive Invisible Misunderstood
Taken for Granted Confused Cheated Unsupported Failure Hopeless

What makes it worse? Ask yourself the following questions to help arrive at the answer.
Who triggers it? What activity brings it up again? When are you noticing your pain the most?
Which memory that you can recall easily brings your pain to the forefront of your attention?
What smell? Which song? Which place? What brings it back?

What physical symptom(s) have you noticed from this situation?
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Has this type of pain - physical or emotional - been felt in your past by something other than
the above-listed trigger/cause? Describe it below starting with the phrase: “I have felt (insert
emotion circled above) in the past when (cause of pain).”
I have felt ___________________ in the past when ...

Get to know your pain. What does your pain need? By addressing the pain like its own
entity, I want you to write a letter from a position of compassion in order to find out what it
needs. Talk in 3rd person from the position of the ‘pain’ and be gentle with it like you care
for a child.
For example: Dear Stephanie, I am your shoulder. I feel rigid and immobile. I feel the
weight of the world on me from the many tasks and emotions you take on. I get worse when
you stopped using me for fear that I might be further injured. I feel inadequate from your
doubts that I’ll recover. I used to be extremely flexible but started to tighten up from the
grief after your mom died, within 6 months. When you are not joyful and otherwise tense,
you hold me up by your ears or roll me forward. I would rather be held back and high. I
became frozen in June after a family member got married and betrayed any sense of
sacred friendship between you by her behavior. You also couldn’t hold your head up after
betrayal. I got even worse when another family member got into legal trouble and now
marital trouble. I have only begun to heal after you released the fear from the MRI results. I
like when I get chiropractic adjustments, you EFT on the fears, release the burdens of
others, surrender to the flow, and remove expectations that weigh me down. I need your
patience and belief in me because with the exercises and release of fears, I’ll heal.

21

letter to 'pain' cont...

Let’s create your primary tapping script based on the above described ‘pain’ and situation
you’d like to release.
Even though I am feeling ________________________________________ (insert specific
emotion about the ‘pain’ here) about my ________________________________________
(insert the specific situation here), I completely love and accept myself as I am.
I am enough. I surrender.
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
LOVE FREELY
I am open to loving fully and freely. Love others fully and with all
your heart, and do not fear, do not hold back. The more you give,
the more will return to you. Weiss

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
BLOSSOM
And the day came when the risk it took to remain tight inside the
bud was more painful than the risk it took to blossom. Anais Nin

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER TO THE MAGIC OF WHO YOU ARE
We all have magic in us. Even in the mundane aspects of life,
remember that you are a magical being with a uniqueness and
worth that come from just being you! Orloff

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
FORGIVENESS
Holding on to resentment and anger is preventing or even
suffocating your spiritual growth. Resentment is one of the
strongest and most damaging of human emotions! The act of
forgiveness in its own right is equally incredibly powerful, and it has
the capacity to heal and transform. Holland

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
REACH OUT
We know you're reaching out right now for help due to a current
situation. Support is as much about the physical act of accepting
help where offered as it is about the emotional benefits and
learning that it's truly okay to accept support however it's
presented to you. Holland

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
BECAUSE IT IS HUMAN
For the wonderful thing is that the body is not and never will be a
machine, no matter how much we treat it as such, and therefore,
body movement is not and never will be mechanical - it is always
and forever expressive, simply because it is human.
Mary Starks Whitehouse

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER TO YOUR FULL POWER
Your life is calling for you to step in to your full power
rather than "playing it small." Orloff

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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Wheel of Life
Inner peace is not the absence of conflict from life, but the ability to cope with it...
The Wheel of Life is your inner compass, your set of values, your stress management, and
a reflection of whether or not you'll be meeting your goals.

How you live your day is how you live your life,

so you have to align your habits with your goals in order act and create your desired
outcome. You need balance in these areas for inner peace.
The Wheel of Life looks like a bicycle wheel with spokes. Each spoke is named for an arena
of life such as career, relationship, money, health, etc. Along each spoke, you color a dot
or shade-in the area representing the level of energy you put towards that particular
subject.
Alternate uses of the wheel is to place the marker at the level of satisfaction in that subject
OR do a combination with different colors - one color of your current level of energy
(effort) and another color for what you ultimately desire (goal)
Imagine if you color a dot one inch away from the center on the relationship spoke; and a
dot three inches from the center on the career spoke; and perhaps the health dot barely
makes it away from center. Then connect the dots and see how imbalanced the wheel
becomes. Just as the tires on your car need balanced in order to roll with ease, so does
your Wheel of Life. Exert a balanced amount of energy towards each arena of your life and
you will feel happy, content and healthy. For some, this is an equally high level of energy
across the board and for others, this is little energy to each. Either way, the balanced
wheel represents those happy and contented folks we see walking around us.

Find what makes you happy and do that.

Not only does the world need happier people in it, but happy promotes healthy as well.
Use the Wheel of Life and What You Love to check in with yourself each day to make sure
you are making the most of your time. Afterall, you trade in ONE entire day of your life for
whatever it is you are choosing to do - to feel - to see - to be around. We cannot get that
back, so do not let that opportunity go.
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Wheel of Life - Your Inner Compass
Use the wheel below to mark your dots and see how aligned your spokes are or aren't.
Again, your dot can signify the amount of effort you're currently putting in each area
and set of values OR it can signify your current satisfaction. Try different colored dots
and put both down, then connect the dots of each color to see how different your
goals and actions are. Your choice.

wealth &
stability

hobbies
& play

health &
fitness

job &
career

inner peace
friends
& family

personal
time &
development
spirituality &
contribution

love
relationship
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Example Wheel of Life
January 1, 2021 - Current effort
Desired Outcome/Satisfaction Level

wealth &
stability

hobbies
& play

health &
fitness

job &
career

inner peace
friends
& family

personal
time &
development
spirituality &
contribution

love
relationship
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
GROUND YOURSELF
Being distracted, unfocused, tired, irritated, and impatient are all
signs that you're ungrounded. Now is the time to become centered
and allow Spirit to help you ground yourself and reconnect with the
Divine Source. Holland

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
OPINIONS ARE LIKE...
I no longer worry about the opinions of others.
If you're doing the right thing, if you're not harming yourself or
others, you need not be concerned with what others think.
You're free. Weiss

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SUNFLOWERS
Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see the shadows.
It's what the sunflowers do. Anonymous

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
FLEXIBLE LIKE TREE BRANCHES IN THE WIND
If you find a good solution and become attached to it,
the solution may become your next problem. Remain grounded yet
flexible. Go with the flow of life.

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER TO PLAY
Take a break from overthinking a goal.
Do something fun. Play is a time of recreation and rejuvenation!
Orloff

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
VULNERABILITY
This is confirmation that you're seeking to tread into the unknown,
unfamiliar territory, where decisions are based more on intuition
than rationality. Don't let fear hold you back or allow a misguided
sense that feeling vulnerable is somehow a negative condition.
Holland

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
YOU CONTROL YOUR THOUGHTS
“I have complete control over my own thoughts… You can find yourself in
an endless loop where you explain that you feel negative because of the
negative behavior of someone else. But if, instead, you take control of your
own emotions and you think an improved thought because it feels better
to do so, you will discover that no matter how the negative trend got
started, you can turn it around. You have no real control of what anyone
else is doing with the Vibration (or with their actions, for that matter), but
you have complete control over your own thoughts, Vibrations, emotions,
and point of attraction.” Abraham-Hicks

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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core
personal
values

Accountability
Accuracy
Achievement
Adventurousness
Altruism
Ambition
Assertiveness
Balance
Dynamism
Being the best
Economy
Belonging
Effectiveness
Boldness
Efficiency
Calmness
Elegance
Carefulness
Empathy
Challenge
Enjoyment
Cheerfulness
Enthusiasm
Clear-mindedness
Equality
Commitment
Excellence
Community
Excitement
Compassion
Expertise
Competitiveness
Exploration
Consistency
Expressiveness
Contentment
Fairness
Continuous
Faith
Improvement
Family-orientedness
Contribution
Fidelity
Control
Fitness
Cooperation
Fluency
Correctness
Focus
Courtesy
Freedom
Creativity
Fun
Curiosity
Generosity
Decisiveness
Goodness
Democraticness
Grace
Dependability
Growth
Determination
Happiness
Devoutness
Hard Work
Diligence
Health
Discipline
Helping Society
Discretion
Holiness
Diversity

Quality-orientation
Reliability
Resourcefulness
Restraint
Results-oriented
Rigor
Security
Self-actualization
Honesty
Self-control
Honor
Selflessness
Humility
Self-reliance
Independence
Sensitivity
Ingenuity
Serenity
Inner Harmony
Service
Inquisitiveness
Shrewdness
Insightfulness
Simplicity
Intelligence
Soundness
Intellectual Status
Speed
Intuition
Spontaneity
Joy
Stability
Justice
Strategic
Leadership
Strength
Legacy
Structure
Love
Success
Loyalty
Support
Making a difference
Teamwork
Mastery
Temperance
Merit
Thankfulness
Obedience
Thoroughness
Openness
Thoughtfulness
Order
Timeliness
Originality
Tolerance
Patriotism
Traditionalism
Perfection
Trustworthiness
Piety
Truth-seeking
Positivity
Understanding
Uniqueness
Practicality
Preparedness
Unity
Professionalism
Usefulness
Prudence
Vision
40
Vitality

WRITE IN YOUR TOP 12 VALUES
BASED ON YOUR EXPERIENCES OF
HAPPINESS, PRIDE, AND CONTENTMENT

Example

WHAT YOU RIPPLE OUT, YOU RIPPLE BACK

My Top 12 Core Values
SELECT FROM THE PREVIOUS LIST
41

TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
I R E L E A S E M Y A T T A C H M E N T T O 'T H I N G S '
In this world, we learn through relationships,
not things. You can't take your things with you when you leave.
Weiss

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER TO INNER PEACE
Cultivate inner peace on a daily basis. In quiet, meditative moments,
focus on the stillness within and enjoy this inner refuge. Others will
feel your good vibes, too, and your life with flow more easily.
Orloff

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
REMAIN THE STUDENT
He who thinks he knows It not, knows It. He who thinks he knows It,
knows It not. The true knowers think they can never know It
(because of Its infinitude), while the ignorant think they know It.
Kena Upanishad

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER DEFENSIVENESS
Defensiveness is a sign of weakness.
To communicate in a more empowered way, stay centered and hear
someone out - then offer a clear, nondefensive response.
Orloff

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
STUDY
Spirit has its own special way of letting you know that it's time to
study again. From time to time, it's important to go back and learn,
whether that's learning old things in a new way or learning
something totally new. This is an opportunity to expand your mind.
Holland

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
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Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
ARROGANCE IS FEAR
I stand strong in the face of arrogant or aggressive people.
Arrogance is merely another face of fear.
Without fear, there would be no need for arrogance.
Weiss

Inhale

Exhale

Tap

Meditate Journal
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TAPPING ON:

DATE:
zz

Z

How are you feeling today?

Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER NEGATIVE THINKING
You have control over your thoughts. When negative thoughts
surface, say "Thank you for sharing" and quickly refocus on positive
affirmations.
Orloff
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Becoming You, Now
Your experiences, whether imagined or actual, create biochemical reactions in the body.
Even their memory can reactivate the same chemistry. Therefore, the very anticipation of
that which brings you joy, calm, relaxation, and happiness can heal. Just as the experience,
trigger, or anticipation of something painful can cause stress and 'dis'ease. The past has no
power over us now because the power is always in the present moment, teaches Louise
Hay. What you are choosing now, today, is what influences tomorrow: including what you’re
choosing to think, choosing to do, choosing not to do, choosing to feel, choosing to believe,
choosing to continue, choosing not to continue, etc.
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Journal Entry Writing Activity
THOUGHTS BECOME THINGS
Your experiences, whether imagined or actual, create biochemical
reactions in the body. Even their memory can reactivate the
same chemistry. Therefore, the very anticipation of that which brings you
joy, calm, relaxation, and happiness can heal. Just as the experience,
trigger, or anticipation of something painful can cause stress and 'dis'ease.
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Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER WORRY
Make a commitment not to lead an anxiety-driven life. When worries arise,
breathe them out of your body. Focus on the power of your heart, and have
faith that spirit is guiding you always. Orloff
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Journal Entry Writing Activity
TAKE A MOMENT
Stop! Now is not the time to rush into the decision you're about to make.
Before this important decision is made, take a moment to pause and quiet
your mind so that you can ask your soul for guidance before you act or
move forward. Holland
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Journal Entry Writing Activity
RELEASE NEGATIVE
I release the negative thoughts and emotions from my life.
When you let go of negative thoughts and emotions, you'll discover inner
peace, joy, and happiness. Weiss
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Journal Entry Writing Activity
TRUTH IS LIMITLESS
Truth is a pathless land, and you cannot approach it by any path
whatsoever, by any religion, by any sect. Truth, being limitless,
unconditioned, unapproachable by any path whatsoever, cannot be
organized; nor should any organization be formed to lead or to coerce
people along any particular path. J. Krishnamurti
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Journal Entry Writing Activity
SURRENDER TO THE MAGIC OF WHO YOU ARE
We all have magic in us. Even in the mundane aspects of life, remember
that you are a magical being with a uniqueness and worth that come from
just being you! Orloff
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